
 WORD PUZZLE SCAVENGER HUNT

 ___[_]_   _[_]_____  is the name of the kitten Kittytube

star in When Kittens Go Viral.

 _____[_]_ is an illustrated picture book explaining how

the push (acceleration) and pull (gravity) of space affects

light.

___   _________   ___   [_]______ is a nonfiction

picture story book is a perfect tool to discuss non-political

fake news stories and the first amendment.

_[_]______ is the first book of an exciting science fiction

trilogy that forces a dying world to beg for refuge on Earth.

____[_]__ is a true story picture book about an

___[_]____ infant cub that must face a complicated

world alone and an NSTA [_]__________ SCIENCE TRADE

BOOK.

There are four books in the _______   __[_]. series about

a shipwrecked alien family, the Smiths, who understand

little of Earth’s culture which results in funny situations.

Discount bundles are a great way to save 10% on 3+ books

through ____   [_]____ publishing company.
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 WORD PUZZLE SCAVENGER HUNT
ANSWER KEY

 ANG[E]L P[E]RSIAN is the name of the kitten Kittytube star in

When Kittens Go Viral and her cute face is also available on a

t-shirt too.

 ECLIP[S]E is an illustrated picture book explaining how the

push (acceleration) and pull (gravity) of space affects light.

 THE NANTUCKET SEA [M]ONSTER is a nonfiction picture story

book is a perfect tool to discuss non-political fake news

stories and the first amendment.

S[L]EEPERS is the first book of an exciting science fiction

trilogy that forces a dying world to beg for refuge on Earth.

ABAY[O]MI is a true story picture book about an ORP[H]ANED

infant cub that must face a complicated world alone and an

NSTA [O]UTSTANDING SCIENCE TRADE BOOK.

There are four books in the ALIENS IN[C]. series about a

shipwrecked alien family, the Smiths, who understand little of

Earth’s culture which results in funny situations.

Discount bundles are a great way to save 10% on 3+ books

through MIMS [H]OUSE publishing company.
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Answer the questions and fill in the
crossword with the correct answers.
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